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755 Seneca 755 Seneca 755 Seneca

755 01 b30

(limi ted)

755 02 t

I t-aspiratedl 61

Edl 61

755 03 k

[k-aspi rated! 61

[g]61

755 04 d/z
(d/z-hacekl 01 62

( free)

755 05 s-laminal
ts-laminal-laxl &3

(s-hacekl 01 **•

(alio, free)

755 06 m30

(limi ted)

755 07 n33

755 08 glottal stop

09 h

51 i

52 i-long

53 e
Motal 66

54 e-long

55 epsi Ion-nasalized0 **

56 epsi lon-long-nasalized01*

57 ash

58 ash-long

59 a

tepsilon-dotl 05 67

la-nasalized] 68

60 a-long

61 u06 32

( 1 imi ted)

62 u-long06 32

(limited)

63 o-mid06

tupsi lonJ 66

64 o-mid-long06

65 o-open-nasalized01
* 06

66 o-open-long-nasalized01
* 06

67 yod
[j-fricativeJ* 9

( free)
tc-fricativel 07 70

68 w06 -

755

755

755

$a Seneca $d Iroquois $e New York,
Lorentz (review)

E Canada (Ontario) $f ca. 5,000 $g Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim

755

755

755 01

755
0l

*

$a Chafe, Wallace L. $b 1967 $c Seneca Morphology and Dictionary $f (Smithsonian Contributions
to Anthropology, Vol. 4) $g Washington! Smithsonian Press $q informants $r summer field work,
1956-1959

$a LOHC VOWELS $A nVowel length is in a sense complementary to stress, occurring with basically
weak vowels under certain complex conditions. Any basically weak vowel is long if it is final,
and also if it- is prefinal and even. It is also long if it is prefinal and odd, so long as (a)
the following phoneme is a single consonant other than /h/ or /glottal stop/, and (b) the vowel
is not /a, ash, o-open-nasalized/. In some morphemes, however, /o-open-nasalized/ will also be
long under such circumstances.... Restriction (b) above also does not apply if the /a, ash,
o-open-nasalized/ is the first vowel in a word—that is, they will then be long—unless the
word ends in the imperative morpheme. Occasionally restriction (a) above does not apply to a
single consonant, which acts in this respect as if it were a cluster..,. Length, furthermore,
never occurs between two basically weak vowels unless they are the prefinal and final vowels of
a word. Vowel length has two sources besides that just described. One, the result of two
identical vowels in sequence,.., the other results from the replacement of /h/ by length
between a vowel and /n, w, yod/. M (p»3-4)

$a STRESS $A n Every complete word contains at the most only one strong stress that is
morphologically conditioned, although syntactic factors may add another stress when the word
occurs in a complete utterance. A vowel is morphologically stressed if it is even, prefinal,
and basically strong. If the prefinal vowel of a word is odd or basically weak, stress will
occur on the nearest preceding even vowel that is either basically strong itself or has
somewhere between it and any even prefinal vowel, if there is one, either (a) a basically
strong vowel, (b) /h/ or /glottal stop/, (c) a cluster of two consonants not including /n, w,
yod/, or (d) /s-laminal. n/, /s-laminal ,w/, or. .. /s-laminal .yod/. Many words have no
morphological strong stress. " (p. 3) "Strong stress is distinguished from weak stress by a
relatively greater volume and higher pitch occurring simultaneously with a vowel." (p. 6) Note
that if the prefinal vowel does not receive stress, it is lengthened.

$a SYLLABLE $A I C ) ( C )V( s
) ( C ) ( C ) ? $A There is no discussion of syllable structure. Consonant

clusters seem to occur just in intervocalic position; the syllable division is frequently not
obvious, e.g. with /-k.h.n-/, /-s-laminal .k.w-/, /-glottal stop.s-lami nal .h-/.

$A It is not clear whether td/z-hacek, s-hacekl are palatal, palatalized, or both, t MR3

$A "Neither of the nasalized vowels is identical in position with any oral vowel. " (p. 5)
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755 05 $A Chafe uses the symbol "caret" for [epsi lon-dotl •

755 06 $A The back vowels and /w/ are "weakly rounded." (p. 6)

755 07 $A tc-fricative) Is "distinguished from palatalized allophones of /s-laminal/ by being a slit
spirant." (p. 5)

755 30 $A "The voiced labial phonemes /b/ and /m/ occur only in a few nicknames." (p. 6)

755 32 $A "The phoneme /u/. . .occurs only in and adjacent to the morpheme. .. 'tiny. 1,1 (p. 6)

755 33 $A "An unreleased In! occurs nondistincti vely between a nasalized vowel and /t/." (p. 5)

755 61 $A The stops are voiced "before a vowel or resonant," and aspirated "before an obstruent or
open juncture," (p,5)

755 « $A "Before /i/ td/z) is optionally palatalized Ud/zl in free variation with td/z-hacek) )."
(p. 6

)

755 63 $A /s-laminal/ is lax "between vowels." (p. 5)

755 $A "Before /yod/ 's' is palatalized ts-hacekJ . , . . Between /t/ and /i/ it is optionally
palatalized Cs 1 in free variation with Is-hacekl ').» (p. 5)

755 66 $A /e, o-mid/ are realized as tiota, upsilonJ "in postconsonantal position before /i/ or an
oral [i.e. non-glottalJ obstruent." (p. 5)

755 67 $A /a/ is realized as tepsi lon-dot) "in postconsonantal position before /i, yod, w/ or an oral
I i.e. non-glottalJ obstruent." (p. 5)

755 68 $A /a/ is nasalized before a nasalized vowel.

755 69 $A "After /t/ or /k/, /yod/ is voiced and optionally spi rantized," (p,5)

755 70 $A "After /s-laminal/ /yod/ is voiceless and spi rantized. . After /h/ it is voiceless and
optionally spirantized." (p. 5)


